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Hello everyone, there is a new bug in the latest release. Somehow the sprite for horizontal giant vipers was spoiled so they wouldn't show up. It's fixed now, it's affected these scenarios: 18, 49, 68, 76 and Capital Intrigue 2. This only happens to the English version and you would have seen a sketch of elite viper units
without a picture sorry about it. Fixed in version 1.72. Must be on Android Today and iOS for a few days UPDATE: It only affected Android Frosthaven Designer Isaac Childress has just announced on the Kickstarter page #Frosthaven that with the high demand for scripted books instead of tile cards, they will make the
following decision: To respect those who supported Frosthaven being promised a tile map (and for those who prefer it by the script of the book), the tile map will still be included in the box. To accommodate those who want scripted books instead, they will develop books for Gloomhaven and Frosthaven that can be
purchased separately. Here's a link to the update where Isaac also goes through the pros and cons of the script book. Now here's the question: For those who were hesitant to get Gloomhaven or Frosthaven, will this push you over the edge? As the headline says I can no longer find a PDF book script online, only solo
scripts and rule books. Was the script book intentionally shot down or what was going on? There's still a link to it on the kickstarter, but it doesn't seem to work anymore. Page 2 9 comments gloomhaven forgotten circles scenario book pdf. gloomhaven jaws of the lion scenario book pdf. gloomhaven solo scenario book
pdf. gloomhaven scenario book deutsch pdf. gloomhaven scenario book german pdf
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